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The concept of smart cities is shaping future urban infras- e.g., [10]. While appropriate pseudonym provisioning policies
tructure and influences transportation systems. Smart vehicles, alleviate syntactic linking attacks through issuing pseudonyms
as the principal building block of Intelligent Transport Systems with time-aligned lifetimes [2, 3, 5], compromising user privacy
(ITSs), are on the way and car-makers are mandated to equip by conducting semantic linking attacks is still feasible: an
vehicles with new communication technologies. Meanwhile, adversary could leverage physical constraints of the road
Field Operational Testing (FOT) for self-driving cars is on- layout, and message payload, e.g., location, velocity, time,
going. These set the ground for the emergence of innovative of a victim’s vehicle to predict its trajectory towards linking
applications to improve road safety, transportation efficiency, messages semantically.
In this poster, we show how one can classify vehicles based
environmental hazards and driving experience. Vehicles are
to be provided with special-purpose sensors and equipment to on the information (CAMs) they carry towards conducting
monitor their operation and surroundings; On-Board Units semantic linking attacks. Such information could be unique,
(OBUs) facilitate Dedicated Short Range Communication or one of few, and thus, can be easily linked by an external
(DSRC), over ITS-G5 (i.e., IEEE 802.11p) or leverage the observer. We propose a novel user-centric mix-zone scheme
cellular infrastructure for communicating with other OBUs to be resilient against syntactic and semantic linking attacks.
or Roadside Units (RSUs). Vehicles periodically disseminate Our scheme also maintains strong user privacy protection for
Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) about their actions vehicles upon pseudonym change in the presence of honestand whereabouts containing location, velocity, and acceleration. but-curious system entities. Moreover, our scheme is resilient
Thus, neighboring vehicles will be informed about possible against internal adversaries, i.e., faulty or malicious vehicles,
unexpected incidents or objects beyond their sight, e.g., motor- that try to degrade the anonymity set.
cycle approaching indication as a typical safety application.
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